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What’s next for board evaluation

Lintstock and the UK Parliament’s Corporate Governance Group had recently launched a study entitled ‘15 Years
of Reviewing the Performance of Boards’. This study on board evaluation practices represents the views of 350
Board Members and Company Secretaries in the leading international listed companies on Financial Times Stock
Exchange (FTSE).
In this webinar, speakers of Lintstock will share their insights with regards to the study findings and emerging
trends in the practices of board evaluations. They would also be sharing how the discipline of board reviews
ought to be developed in the future. The study will be made available to all webinar attendees.

About ACSN
ASEAN Corporate Secretaries Network (ACSN) was established on 22 April 2016 and incorporated on 29th
September 2017 in Singapore. ACSN is a network of corporate secretaries and governance associations from
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore. Thailand and Hong Kong which formed ASEAN plus one.
The ACSN founding members are Indonesia Company Secretaries Association (ICSA), Chartered Secretaries
Malaysia (MAICSA), Chartered Secretaries Institute of Singapore (CSIS), Thai Listed Companies Association (TLCA)
and The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries (HKICS) as an associate member.

About Lintstock
Established in 2002, Lintstock is a London-based advisory firm specialising in Board performance evaluations.
With a client base comprising many of the world’s largest companies, Lintstock has considerable experience
working with Boards in a wide variety of organisations internationally, within a broad range of sectors.

Speakers:
Mr Oliver Ziehn, Partner, Lintstock
Oliver joined Lintstock in 2004 and has primary responsibility for the firm’s client
engagements. He has more than 14 years’ experience of facilitating Board
evaluations for a wide range of organisations internationally.
Mr Philip Mackie, Associate, Lintstock
Phil joined Lintstock in 2012 and regularly facilitates Directors’ discussions on the
output of Board evaluations. He also presents on topical governance issues to
audiences in the UK and overseas, most recently in Hong Kong, New York, Singapore,
Sydney and Tokyo.
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